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System development. Where value
selling begins: Part 1
n the May 2010 Business Corner column,
we commented on new value selling techniques including Winning on Value vs.
Losing on Price-Competing Successfully in a
Me-Too Marketplace. As an after thought, I
felt that a return to the basics, upon the shoulders of which Value-Selling is supported,
would make sense.
I believe I’ve read just about every book
available over the past 20-plus years regarding methods to improve profitable sales batting averages of success. At least it seems
that I have.
Do you agree with the following statement?
“There is nothing more vulnerable than a
naked commodity product: naked to its customers and its competitors because it has
been stripped of the unique performance
benefits it once enjoyed.”
A commodity is vulnerable to three interrelated business elements:
• Price/margin reduction;
• Substitution; and
• Losing a customer while acquiring a competitor.
Since a commodity product offering can no
longer provide itself with protective barriers
of uniquely advantageous performance, it
must be able to add value to its users in
other ways if it is to survive at all.
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One of the most popular ways to add value is
to reduce price. The customer pays less for the
same value. Therefore, the value is enhanced.
A second method to add value is to maintain
price but give more in exchange for that price.
For example, free services, like better terms
conditions, a larger inventory float, deals and
discounts. The customer pays the same price
but receives a greater perceived value.
I would urge you to consider a third
method of value enhancement. I would not
suggest that all so-called commodities can be
converted, but I do know that many can be
converted to higher value to both your customers as well as to your own company. What
I’m referring to is a method of wrapping the
‘commodity’ is a system.
A Commodity System is a package composed
of a commodity product and one or more other
products and related services. It is then sold as
a single unit whose price is based on the system’s ability to add value that the commodity
product alone cannot offer. This value is the economic effect of solving a customer’s cost problem by reducing the cost or solving a customer’s
revenue problem by increasing sales.
A commodity product that is packaged in a
system undergoes a conversion. It takes on
some of the most desirable selling attributes of
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branded products. For instance, it can
bear a premium price that is based on
the total system’s contribution to the
customer value, NOT the commodity
product’s cost. Additionally, it can be
sold on the basis of the system’s
unique beneficial effects, NOT simply
the commodity products’ specifications, terms and conditions. Lastly, a
system can become proprietary,
enabling it to establish customer preference as contrasted with mere
acceptance, which is the best response
that a commodity product can hope to
generate by itself.

SYSTEM VS. COMMODITY,
THE “SELLING ACT” IS MUCH
DIFFERENT
To sell a commodity, the seller must

know the product, its technology and
its cost. These considerations are all
internal. The only elements the seller must know are their specifications, and their purchasing practices,
polices and people.
To sell systems, a seller must know
a great deal more about the customer’s business, especially in two
key subject areas:
• Where major costs cluster in customer functions and processes that
the seller’s systems can affect; and
• How a customer’s ability to sell can
be increased on the other end of the
supply chain.
A successful selling system requires
knowing how to cause a significant
beneficial effect and prove that it will
occur in a customer’s cost or revenue

structure as a result of the sale.
Specifically, the seller must know in
detail:
• Customer’s costs so that the customer profit can be increased as a
direct result of reducing these costs
with a system; and
• Customer’s sales potential so that
the customer profit can be increased
as a direct result of installing the
system.
This monologue is easy to discuss,
but how does system selling work in
the real world? In the next two
columns Chemark will provide examples and details describing the tactical art required to bring a commodity back to acceptable profitability,
provide competitive barriers and
account stability. CW
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